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Dr. ^Ronald 6. Baglin
Chancellor
October 4, 1991
As Coastal Carolina College
advances through 1992, the
concerns of our students are
greatly changing to adjust to
the times. A newly assertive,
often politically aware and en-
vironmentally conscious, stu-
dent has evolved. But all of our
students hold, as they have
since the college's founding in
1954, a common denominator,
that is, to receive the best pos-
sible education.
Coastal offers a perfect balance
to students: between intellec-
tual growth and social expe-
riences, between high academ-
ic standards and opportunities
for creative development and
expression, and between per-
sonal growth and leadership
opportunities. As you leave
Coastal, you will take all of the
experiences you have encoun-
tered during college with you,
while leaving your indelible
footprints on the Coastal soil.
It is here that a groundwork for
a lifetime of enrichment and
contribution to society has
been laid.
We look proudly upon each of
the graduates of the class of
1 992 who join the more than
4,200 Coastal Carolina College
alumni. The entire Coastal
family shares the pride you
hold and wishes you continued
success in your endeavors in
the years to come.
Dr. Ron Eaglin
Chancellor
USC Coastal Carolina College




editor Brandy Hamilton, and
her staff on the successful pro-
duction ofwhat promises to be
an excellent edition of the Ath-
eneum. I am sure it will be one
which we will all recall with
pride and pleasure as the years
pass by.
Many exciting events have
marked the past year, and the
yearbook has been there to rec-
ord each event as part of our
pictorial history. I hope that
you can relive the events of the
year each time you turn the
pages of the 1991-92 Athene-
um; as a way of revisiting our
past and a reminder to phys-
ically revisit our campus in the
future.
We have all been warmed by
fires we did not build, and
drunk from wells which we did
not dig. Such is the history of
any institution, and I hope that
Coastal revisited in the years
ahead through this Atheneum
will provide you warmth and
satisfy your thirst for pleasant
memories. So revisit Coastal
through these pages when you
cannot do it personally and
physically. Boundless success
and happiness is my wish for
each of you.
Yours in behalf of Coastal,
Robert W. Squatriglia





Students at Coastal keep touch with the happenings in
up with local and national the world and around cam-
events through communica- pus. Communicating with
HCV llSVe yOU tion. Whether it be sitting each other is an important
around chatting with friends, factor that keeps students in
reading the newspaper, or tune,
catching up on the telephone,
students find ways to keep in
heard . . .
5?
The cafeteria is a great place for Kir-
sten Dongher and David Johnson to
tune in of their plans for the up-
coming weekend.
Clay Fearrington is all ears when
Brandy Hamilton tells him about
her exciting day.
"I really don't know how to play,
but do you think they can tell?"
10
Sunny days at Coastal are perfect for
iitting outside and catching up with
Did friends.
11
F Pashion ± assion
It's Your Choice
Fashion trends are always changing, and Coastal is no
exception. Fashion varies from culture to culture. No matter
what the size or personality, comfort is always an important
factor. Whether it be tie-dyed tees, overalls, camouflage or
basic blue jeans — whatever the trend, you can be sure to see
uniqueness.
YO DUDE! Dig our duds.
Several people find comfort and
style when they wear their hair in
braids.
it m,'. > _•
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When comfort and time become fac-
tors in dressing, combinations like
this are bound to be found.
Colorful prints like this tee-shirt are
a common sight on campus.
tH\ '
Clothes are not the only form of ex-
pressing style; cartoon bandaids are
often a choice over the traditional
One trend that came back this year










You never feel guilty about miss-
ing a class, because so has every-
one else.
2. If your bathroom is occupied,
just go across the hall and use
theirs.
3. You don't have to lie to your
mom about where you spent the
night.
4. When you run out of cigarettes— don't reach for Wrigley's gum,
reach for someone else's pack.
5. You never have to walk to class
alone.
6. Living at the dorm means —
"No Parental Supervision."
7. When you have writer's block
there is always someone's paper
you can "borrow."
8. When you're making macaroni
and cheese and discover you're
out of milk, you can always bor-
row Va of a cup from someone.
9. You're never bored, something is
always going on.
10. If you can't go to sleep, there's
always someone else awake.
"Steve, don't wipe your nose on the Samantha's motto: "If you can't get
pillow." them, beat 'em."
"Friends, Romans, countrymen, I should have never gone to "Thirsty Thurs-
lend me your beers." day."
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< Jeffery Dahmer's culinary school. "Ugh! — what's that smell?'
15
16
"What did you say your name was?"
Welcome Back Dance — A Blast From the Past
The welcome back dance
sponsored by Campus Union
on September 6, 1991 at the
Sea Mist Resort was a blast.
The theme of the dance was a
beach party, and the music
covered everything from
beach music to rhythm and
blues. Returning students
had the opportunity to reu-
nite with old friends and new
students had a chance to
meet other students. By
showing an ID card, students
received free food and
drinks. Overall, with over
400 students showing up, the
dance was a huge success.
^
Trish has got ring around th
lar real bad.
17
s ckipping l^lass . .
.
A Last Resort
Some people, like Charles here,
miss class inadvertently.
Julie Smith isn't skipping class,
it's just that the Atheneum won't
be official with a picture of her.
Christian Davis, one of the youngest
students on campus, finds a great
excuse to miss class.
18
The most commonly used excuse for missing class.
The new "Last Chants" is a place
where students "lose track of time."





Keeping your mind in shape
is not an easy task. A big part
of being mentally fit comes
from keeping healthy. Whether
it be jogging, playing tennis, or
even skate-boarding; exercise
fulfills the mental and physical
needs for a lot of students. Eat-
ing right also helps keep up the
maintenance for body and
mind. Sometimes students
tend to take the unhealthy
route when it comes to food for
simple convenience reasons.
With the increase of healthy
lunches in the cafeteria stu-'
dents can make that change;
they need to stay fit.
SLAM IT! One of the most popular
forms of exercise on campus is tennis
and at certain times of the day you're
lucky if you get a court.
20
COME ON BOYS, SPIKE IT! Al-
most every afternoon you can find a
tough game of volleyball in front of
the dorms.
Carlos Ramirez tries to keep from
breaking his neck while skateboard-
ing beside the student center.
"a** ~S- Jjgfl
Between classes Shannon enjoys a
healthy lunch outside the student
center.
Some students find getting across









Valerie Craig (sophomore) "It would
be an advantage to me if they suc-
ceed because they will get my major.
I think it will also be a better op-
portunity for them if they do."
Leroy Holland (junior) "The biggest
problem is discrimination. Not just
between black and white, but also
toward handicapped people, individ-
uals with Aids, and people from dif-




Many people do not realize
the amount of talented stu-
dents there are on campus.
Everywhere you go there is
art taking place right before
your very eyes. Guitarists can
be found playing a familiar
tune. A mass of clay molds
24
"A nail here, a screw there and soon
I'll have my dream house."
"I know it! I know it! One day I'll be
famous."
"You play the music and I'll sing the
lyrics."
Stuart Williams takes his art seri-
ously — "Wear your goggles at all
times." (He warns)
This might not be "GHOST" but
ohh! It feels good.
25
Express Yourself . . .
any way you can:
Some people have trouble
expressing themselves. Such
is not the case here at Coast-
al. Students seem to have no
problem giving their opinion
on any topic. Take a look
around the campus and you
will find several different
means of "making a state-
ment" going on. Whether it
be with clothing, physical
gestures or even bumper
stickers there is definitely no
holding back! So next time
you have something to say—
don't be afraid, JUST DO IT!
Now there's a person not afraid to give
her opinion.






Robert Oliver, Brendon Frost, and Debbie Rahn show they're What better way to express musical preference than wearing a concert
"cool." shirt.




In 1991, many things hap-
pened in the world that
changed people's views for-
ever. The Soviet Union
changed its government and
granted sovereignty to some
of its smaller countries. Pee-
wee Herman destroyed par-
ents' faith and trust in him
and changed the way many
people look at children's he-
roes. If nominated, Clarence
Thomas will have the oppor-
tunity to change the world for
years to come as the newest
member of the Supreme
Court.
On the lighter side of the
news, 1991 also brought
changes that were not so
drastic but were still felt by
many. The Lolapalooza Fes-
tival, an all day concert event
that included 8 bands and
traveled through 17 cities,
brought with it social aware-
ness messages that opened
the eyes of many people to
things that go on in the
world. Among the booths at
the festival were pro-choice,
voter awareness, animal
rights, environmental booths,
and many more. Another in-
dividual who changed peo-
ple's views on the world was
Dr. Seuss. He died in Sep-
tember of 1991, but his well-
loved children's books will
continue to entertain chil-
dren for generations to come.
These are just a few of the
occurrences this year that will
have an influence on the
years to come.
Soviet Union: "Mikhail Gorbachev
played a key role in bringing to an
end what was known as the Soviet
Union."
Jeffery Dahmer shocked and horri-




Pee Wee Herman: "Paul Reubens
brought much damage to his reputation
as a child superstar when he was ar-
rested in Florida for indecent expo-
Clarence Thomas: "Georgia native
Clarence Thomas is likely to become
our next Supreme Court Justice, tak-
ing the place ofThurgood Marshall."
Lolapalooza: "Jane's Addiction's
Perry Ferrell and rap star Ice-T were
the only acts that did a number to-
gether. Henry Rollins started the day
offwith The Rollins Band. Body Ma-
nipulation showed up at a show in
California as one of the many in-
teresting booths at the all day fes-
tival."
Dr. Seuss: "Characters like the Cat
in the Hat and The Grinch will keep






Rush gives students the op-
portunity to explore Coastal's
Greek Life. Many Fraterni-
ties and Sororities set up ta-
bles during rush week pro-
moting their organizations.
Highlights during rush week
include getting familiar with
each new member, express-
ing support and spirit for
your Greek organization and
spreading brotherhood and
sisterhood throughout the
campus. Fraternities and So-
rorities are beneficial for new
students at Coastal who are
interested in meeting new
people and becoming in-
volved with activities on and
off campus.
Kent and Kenny anxiously await for
new members to sign up.
-4 Members of Theta Sigma show
their spirit by wearing Burger King
hats.
30
4 A graffiti party was one of the
nany rush events that Delta Phi
iDmega participated in.
4 Delta Phi Omega is
the latest edition to a
rapidly expanding
Greek society.
•^ These members of Sigma Delta
Phi pass the time by "checking out"
the latest issue of Cosmo.
Glenn shows his loyalty by




After giving out some literature on
the EES, Rosie mentions the "Glow
Thousands of people turned out for in the Dark" party for later that
Earth Day 1991. night.
Saving the Earth, all in a day's Our Atheneum mascot, Paco, an
work!!! The 1991 Earth Day staff Amazon parrot, is losing his natural
habitat at the rate of two acres per
minute.
32
TUNING IN TO .
The Environment
One of the biggest prob-
lems facing society today is
what we are doing to our en-
vironment. The damage we
have already done will take
hundreds of years to correct
itself. Thanks to groups like
the (Coastal) Earth Environ-
mentalist Society, things are
changing for the better.
Founded on Jan. 15, 1990,
the EES, and CEES serve 3
main purposes: to coordinate
Earth Day, to promote re-
cycling, and to provide a
means for other environmen-
tally based groups to be
heard.
Look for this sign at all environmen-
tally based events.
Eric shows he is in tune.
33
Tuned Into . . .
Student Socials
SiUDtrtTGO*
At Coastal Carolina stu-
dent organizations are always
sponsoring some type of so-
cial gathering for students to
attend. Whether it be a mix-
er, Student Activities Day, or
even a pizza sale; students
are bound to show up to take
advantage of free food, music
and good times with friends.
At the student mixer this year
one incentive (besides free
food) was the chance to win a
free radio. At Student Activ-
ities day organization mem-
bers were provided free food
and had the chance to recruit
new members to their club,
as well as tell everyone what
their group was all about.
v5*
J Pepperoni, anchovies, mushrooms, f No I am not sharing with you! Go




1 Yea, where do I sign, I want to
recycle my mind.
35
Carolina Girls . .
.
Tuned Into Competition
Coastal Carolina is well-
known for its location close
to Myrtle Beach and its beau-
tiful girls. Each year they
have a chance to strut their
stuff in front of students, fac-
ulty, and the public. This
year the Ms. Coastal Carolina
pageant was graced with the
beauty of sixteen of Coastal's
many beautiful ladies. Aside
from beauty, the contestants
were judged on talent, inter-
views, and poise. Among the
talents that were demonstrat-
ed there were such acts as a
modern dance, a monologue,
and a mirage ofmusical num-
bers. The Mistress of Cere-
monies was Louanne Moore
Tippins (Ms. Coastal Caro-
lina 1987-88). At the end of
the evening Shelby Riddle
was crowned Ms. Coastal
Carolina 1991-92.
I Louanne Moore Tippins demon-
strates her talent that helped her win
Ms. Coastal Carolina 1987-88.
] Lisa Emanuelle does a dance rou-
tine to "When The Saints Go March-
ing In" as she tries to dance her way
to the top.
—> The top five finalists await their
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—» All of the contestants dance in the
opening number to start the evening
dedicated to "Carolina Girls."
4- Ms. Coastal Carolina 1991-92:
Shelby Riddle
| Christie Brown dazzles the crowd





After a two year absence,
and the Chanticleers' first ap-
pearance in the NCAA bas-
ketball tournament, Mid-
night Madness was once
again celebrated at Coastal.
NCAA rules do not allow the
basketball team to practice
until October 1 5. In front of
over 1000 fans, the 1991-92
basketball team stormed the
court for the first time as a
unit. The spirited students
who participated enjoyed a
pre-festivities cook-out in
Spadoni Park. At approxi-
mately 11:30, everybody be-
gan filling the stands at the
J Lucky Guy! The cheerleaders' first
pyramid of the season.
"Chicken Coop." They wit-
nessed the awakening of the
Rooster by one Tony
Dunkins' monster slams. The
returning players ended up
beating the rookies while the
crowd watched in apprecia-
tion, as well as anticipation
of the season to come.
| Lisa Emanuelle demonstrates why
Coastal's cheerleaders are above the
rest.
—» Theta Sigma made their presence




«— Eddie Leseine slams one during
the Slam Dunk contest at halftime.
Tuning In To
AIDS Awareness
HIS /'</-• lorccc) me to retire, (nil I 11 •till
1/ life (i,< I ,</>(,! ^ <>ttl iihiutt ,ia fe .<ex
One of the fastest growing
epidemics in the world today
is the deadly AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency) disease.
In a campus wide effort this
year many organizations
were taking time to inform
students on the causes and
effects of the AIDS virus.
With such HIV positive stars
as MAGIC JOHNSON com-
ing forward to say that safe
sex is the only way; students
were more than willing to
show support for the fight
against AIDS. "CONDOM
FEST '91" was a way for stu-
dents to "get to know" the
correct way to use a condom.
With various booths set up
around campus dispersing
condoms and AIDS informa-
tion, it was almost impossible
not to be informed.
| During "CONDOM FEST '91" a life-size, cardboard football player was
used for the game — "Pin the condom on the player."
f "Let's test the durability of this
condom . . . looks safe to me!"
40
) \ Manic Johnson
I "Have I pinned him yet?'
<— Various events were planned for 1 The Sociology Club was one or-
the teams who participated in ganization that helped inform stu-
"CONDOM FEST '91." A guest dents about AIDS,
speaker also attended.
41
TUNING IN TO . . .
Community Involvement
Many people find that be-
ing a well rounded student
not only means doing well in
classes but participating in
activities that benefit others.
This year proved to be an ex-
cellent representation of the
involvement of students out-
side the classroom. Over one
hundred students showed up
to sign the Coastal Carolina
Bill Board for the "Say NO to
Drinking and Driving Cam-
paign." Most other commu-
nity programs were also a
huge success thanks to a lot of
help of many organizations.
If everyone continues with
this type of service there is no
end to what Coastal can ac-
complish!
| Coastal student Lucy Aptan cuts
our mascot's "feathers" in Inlet
Square Mall. That day Lucy, along
with other employees of MASTER
CUTS, gave $10.00 haircuts to men,
women, and children and all monies
were donated to help breast cancer
research.
— Rosie makes a sign to promote the
recycling program on this campus.
42
LI
«— Coastal students show support by
signing their names to the billboard
that reads: The Best of Coastal Car-
olina College Say No to Drinking
and Driving.
| The Biology Club held one of the
exhibitions at SWAMP FEST '91.
The fest was to inform children, as
well as adults on different aspects of
the environment.
J Alpha Phi Omega, a service fra-
ternity devoted time to "Halloween
for the Handicapped." Pictured here
is "Cherry Dangerous, The Hundred
and First Dalmation, Eyes like the
sky, Dawn Williams, and Synthetic
Fiber Man."
43
I Alisa Mabry spends her afternoons
as an aid in the Student Affairs of-
fice.
—> Campus Programming Union Co-
ordinator, Clay Fearrington, pursues





<— Lisa Aglietti, a graduate student,
works with Molly Starbuck in the
Career Placement Office.





At some point in
most students' academ-
ic careers, whether it be
as a means of support,
or just for a little extra
spending money, he or
she will be confronted
with the need to get a
job.
/
| A couple of students test drive the
new Ford pick-up truck prototype.
— Tiffani Fryar works with the gang
in student development.
45
I Row, row, row your boat, gently
down the stream . .
.
—> Some people, like Stephanie
Biegner, have hobbies that require a
strong working knowledge of the








With so many different
pressures on Coastal stu-
dents, we all feel the need at
some time or another to get
away from it all for a little
while. One of the easiest ways
to do this is through hobbies.
Whether it be painting, surf-
ing, rock climbing, or music,
the hobbies we pursue are as
diverse as the coastal popu-
lation itself. They are a way
not only for students to take
their mind off of things, but
also a way for each of us to
express our own individual-
ity.
| David Montego enjoys "Tickling
the Ivories" in his spare time.
«— One of the most popular ways
students at Coastal pass time is the
Nintendo system. Scott Camp shows
his proficiency at Super Mario 4.
•
<— Since there are not any good cliffs
in Myrtle Beach to climb, some stu-
dents have to improvise.
4^
WHAT DOES THE
QUESTION What is your majorand what do you want to do with it?
Ray Strickland, Sophomore, "I'm a computer science major and I want to
program computers because they are our future and it's where the money is."
Jonathon Woolley, Junior, "I'm a history major and I plan to go to graduat
j
school and receive a masters in business. Afterward I want to work in the fiel
of financial analysis."
Yolanda Robinson, Freshman, "I took a year off from school and did some
tax work. I liked it so I'm here majoring in accounting."
Laura Lee, Senior, "I'm an English major and I am going to go to graduate Brent Smith, Senior, "I'm going to be a postal investigator for a certa;
school for journalism." amount of time and then become an entrepreneur."
48
FUTURE HOLD!?!?
Vanessa Graham, Junior, "I chose Elementary Education as my major so I
can knock some sense into those middle school children!"
foel Watson, Sophomore, "Computer science is my major because it's easier
han working with real people."
Robert Thornber, Freshman, "Don't ask me. I'm on the seven year plan."
Pave Brown, Junior, "I'm going to be a psychologist. I'm going to play Diane Webber, Senior, "Early childhood is my major because I feel that the
volleyball for about 10 years, make a good nest egg, move to Belize, do earliest part of a child's education is the most important."
developmental research in Rastafarianism and help the natives with any
Dsychological problems that they may have."
49
Tuned Ih To . .
.
Glasses
TUNED IN TO FRESHMEN
Freshman Class President
DAWN CROSS
"In the future I would
like to see more participa-
tion in campus activities
not only from the fresh-
man class, but all classes. I
believe that classes, as a
whole, can get involved in
organized activities and
programs and it does not
have to be a chore, but
rather an obligation that is
not only beneficial but fun
as well. There is always
something that needs to be
done and every little bit
counts. So to make a dif-
ference and to improve the
future it is pertinent that
everyone make the effort
and contribute a little time







"special" person is not always
an easy task. Through the years
it has become a tradition to use
a pickup line when meeting
someone new. If you are find-
ing it difficult to come up with
such a line; you're in luck.
Thanks to hard work and re-
search, our staff has dug up
some of the best and worst pick
up lines ever used.
What NOT to say:
1
.
"Hey, you look like my old
girlfriend/boyfriend."
2. "Tell me if I'm wrong— but
I feel a strong physical con-
nection here."
3. "What is someone as nice as
you doing in a place like
this?"






5. "Want to do the Wild
Thang?"
What TO say:
1. "Baby, I hope you know
CPR 'cause when I saw you
my heart stopped."
2. "Seeing you here for the first
time makes me believe there
IS still beauty in the world."
3. "My horoscope told me I
would meet a special person
tonight that would 'take my
breath away' — I think
you're the one."
4. "I think I could spend the
rest of my life right here,
looking in your eyes."
5. "It was destiny that our two
souls would become one to-
night."
M


















































The worst part of living on
one's own may be doing
chores. Some people remem-
ber the days when good old
MOM would constantly keep
harping until your chores
were done (or halfway done).
But now many students find
that there is no one there to
do the reminding; dishes
keep piling up, dust collects,
and every piece of clothing
you own is dirty. If this
sounds familiar to you then
you are not alone. Many peo-
ple suffer from the awful dis-
ease — Chores!












Let's face it — people
make mistakes. And those
mistakes can often make one
angry. Students sometimes
seem to keep this anger inside
until it builds up to a huge
mass. Rather than let this
happen we advise you to re-
lease this stress as fast as you
can. Just grab your nearest
buddy and tackle him and we
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SE^ir:
Many students choose to
express themselves in differ-
ent ways. Graphically is one
of them. A lot of spontaneous
thoughts, emotions, gestures,
and antics are brought to life
this way. Although some peo-
ple may take offense to find
out who loves who, what rock
group is hot, or what frater-
nity rules, others find graffiti
is a way of clearing their
mind and releasing frustra-
tion. So remember, if it pro-
vokes an action or a reaction
and gets the message across

















































Trying to keep track
Another problem that faces
some first time college stu-
dents is trying to keep track
of expenses. Doing a budget
takes a lot of time and effort.
If that extra effort is not put
forth then the end result can
be disastrous. For instance
those nasty people begin to
call and threaten to sic their
lawyers on you. Or you get
those nice letters saying
"your account is seriously
past due, to avoid further le-
gal action please pay upon re-
ceipt of this letter." Perhaps
the worst is when you get that
$3.00 check back with IN-
SUFFICIENT FUNDS
stamped on it and a state-
ment saying you owe the
bank $16.00 in service charg-
es. So remember, to avoid all
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Use it or lose it
One of the many experi-
ences college students en-
counter is a new relationship
with computers. In the past
they might have used them
for small assignments or just
to make a special report look
better, but now they realize
that a computer can become
their best friend or worst en-
emy. Computers seem to
make everything look more
polished, not to mention the









drag out the old White-out.
The bad side is that if you
have a power-out and you ha-
ven't saved your work
chances are it will be lost —
FOREVER. Also computers
pose problems for those stu-
dents that don't know how to
type well, or use a computer.
The best thing to do for those
in that situation is to go to
the computer lab and get
some free assistance.
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TUNED IN TO JUNIORS
"As we conclude our Junior
year here at Coastal we look
forward to next year and tying
up all the loose ends. This year
has proved to be successful in
the area of involvement. The
Junior class sponsored a cook-
out in the spring semester that
was a good time for all and
people are finally beginning to
see that changes are not going
to be done to better the stu-
dents' campus life if they don't
get involved. I encourage
everyone to voice their opin-
ions and come to SGA meet-
ings so that changes can be


























One of the hardest things
to get used to for a lot of
students who have left home
for school is doing their own
laundry. Doing laundry and
having it come out correctly
are two entirely different
things. Many students think
the tags inside their clothing
are for size purposes only,
but a closer look reveals they
are in fact to tell you how to
clean it properly. Knowledge
and preparation go hand in
hand when it comes to mak-
ing it possible. Some ques-
tions that often come to mind
are: what are delicate knits,
which is HOT and COLD,
and what does perma-press
mean anyway? "You mean I
have to separate dark and









take your time. Although
much of this sounds Greek,
with trial and error one












Afro-Am dance a success
After one of the basketball
games the African American
Society here at Coastal spon-
sored a dance free to the stu-
dents. The dance had a good
turn out and was alcohol free.
The DJ had the music pump-




















































One of the many reasons
students decide to attend
Coastal Carolina is because
of the beach and the sunny
weather that lasts almost all
year round. However, living
at the beach can leave you
with an extra duty: constant
car cleaning. The sand, and
ocean's salt often coat cars
with a film that can be hard
to get off. Not to mention the
sand that gets inside the car.
But after all the cleaning is
over being able to cruise to















The students who traveled
to Louisville, Kentucky last
year to support The Chants
as they made their way to the
NCAA said the trip overall
was a blast. One aspect how-
ever, was not a pleasant topic
for discussion. "The ride up
there can be described as the
bus ride from HELL" —
Mark Sikes, Junior. The bus
was crowded, hot, and by the
end a lot of people became































Students get into holiday spirit
Just before leaving for the
Christmas break students
were found decorating their
home away from home with
trees, wreaths, lights, and
they even covered doors with
gift wrap. An effort was made
by many to get into the hol-












'This year is especially im-
portant for Coastal's graduat-
ing Seniors. This special year
closes the chapter on one phase
of our lives, and opens the be-
ginning chapter of another. As
we continue our education or
enter our respective fields let
us not forget the responsibility
we have as citizens. The up-
coming years will be our op-
portunity to make a difference
concerning pressing issues fac-
ing our generation. As we make
our way down life's beaten
paths may we live, learn, love,


























1 . "I'm probably going to be
on the east coast of Florida
where the surf is good, the
women are pretty, and the
sun is shining." — Spot
Ramrod
2. "I expect to have my own
law firm in Los Angeles." —
Dawn Smith
3. "A lawyer fighting for the
legalization of marijuana."
— Chuck Mayer
4. "Hopefully I'll be in the
Keys doing marine biology

















"The time I met Alice." —
Jeff Newton
2. "The friends I've made
and the good times I've ex-
perienced." — Ray Fuller
3. "Being able to take advan-
tage of the beach." — Mike
Farnham




















































1. "Get a real advisor." — 3. "Work hard. Nothing in
Anonymous life is easy." — Scott
Dubrosky
2. "Show some school spirit
by supporting sports." — 4. "Don't take Prof. Groves














1 . "My worst dating experi- race track in Tabor City and
ence is that I've never had started doing donuts on it."
one." — Anonymous — Missy Rhodes
2. "When I had to go out with
my boyfriend and his par-
ents." — Amanda Green
3. "My date was drunk and
he went to my daddy's horse
4. "When my boyfriend came
to visit me and went crazy
and punched a hole in the
































1. "One of my roommates
didn't do the dishes and the
other one started beating on
him." — Bob Porter
2. "I had a roommate who
flushed the toilet and every-
thing that was in it floated all
over the place. I told her if it
came in my room she was
dead." — Lisa Payne
3. "This guy Fernando came
to my apartment and touched
this guy's food after he told
him not to and he got
punched out for it." — Erich
Kuhnke
4. "Thinking one of them

















































1. "I was waitressing and I
was balancing a huge tray of
food and I dropped it off at
the table but it didn't land on
the table!" — Melanie Stouf-
fer
2. "I went with my grand-
mother to a Catholic church
and I started to fall asleep
and I woke myself up by fart-
ing loudly." — Stuart Wil-
liams
3. "I was doing a fashion
show at the convention cent-
er and the lights were so
bright I walked off the end of
the stage." — Medissa
Spivey
4. "When I busted my *ss go-
ing up the stairs in the li-























Tuned, in to .
WILLIAM J. BAXLEY, JR.
Dean — Wall School of Business and
Computer Science
DR. JOHN P. BEARD
Assistant Professor — English
DR. GERALD V. BOYLES
Professor — Business Administration
DR. KAREN D. CARPENTER
Associate Professor — Nursing and
Health Professions
EDWARD R. CERNY
Lecturer — Business Administration
CLAUDIA M. CLEARY
Assistant Professor — Philosophy and
Religion
DR. RICHARD F. DAME
Chair — Dept. of Marine Science Pro-
fessor
DR. JOHN F. FARRELLY
Associate Professor Chair -
Education
DR. JAMES J. FARSOLAS
Professor — History
Physical
DR. CARL J. FREEMAN, JR.
Assistant Dean — Natural and Applied
Sciences, Professor — Biology
DR. ROBERT O. GAMBLE
Assistant Professor — Computer Sci-
ence
WILBUR L. GARLAND













DR. LOIS M. GRAF
Associate Professor— Business Admin-
istration
DR. C. BETH HAYNES
Associate Professor— Business Admin-
istration
LINDA R. HENDERSON
Assistant Professor — Business Admin-
istration
ANDY E. HENDRICK
Associate Professor— Business Admin-
istration
DR. PETER HERMANN
Associate Professor— Business Admin-
istration
DR. FRED W. HICKS III
Professor — History
DR. LINDA P. HOLLANDSWORTH
Assistant Professor — English
DR. MARIOS I. KATSIOLOUDES
Assistant Professor — Mgmt. Business
Administration
DR. ERIC KOEPFLER
Assistant Professor — Marine Science
DR. HOWARD KRAMER
Instructor of Biology
DR. RONALD D. LACKEY






Instructor of Philosophy and Religion
DR. DONALD J. MILLUS
Professor — English
JAMES L. MICHIE
Associate Director of Waccamaw Re-
gional Studies Center/Instructor— His-
tory
DR. ROBERT D. NALE




DR. S. PAUL RICE
Associate Professor — English
DR. ROY D. RUSSELL
Chair, Dept. Philosophy and Religion
DR. JILL SESSOMS
Associate Professor — English
SAM SYME
Assistant Dean Humanities and Fine
Arts
KENNETH W. TOWNSEND
Assistant Professor — History
DR. RANDALL A. WELLS
Instructor/Lab Coordinator —
matics Lab
DR. LESTER S. WHITLEY
Associate Professor — Biology
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Mathe-
Psychology Faculty: Left to Right: Dr. Paul E. Stanton; Dr. William E. Hills; Dr. Wade K. Baird; Dr. Joan Piroch; Dr.
Bernard Albiniak; Thomas G. Boyd




Each year one teacher
from the Horry County
School District is select-
ed to receive a very spe-




allows the chosen appli-
cant to gain the expe-
rience of teaching at the
College level. The selec-
tion process is a lengthy
one which involves sub-
mitting an extensive ap-
plication for approval
by the school district,
superintendent, and
finally the Education
Faculty at Coastal. This
year's recipient was Ms.
Carolyn Floyd. Prior to
receiving this honor,
Ms. Floyd served three
years as a district evalu-
ator. She also taught
classes on both the el-
ementary and middle
school levels, including




tion to Education and
Sociology. She also
works with high school
seniors and the
"Teacher Cadet" pro-
gram which allows the
students to gain teach-
ing experience with
smaller children. In re-
sponding to her experi-
ences thus far she re-
plied — "It's been
wonderful, I just love
the atmosphere here."
«- May, 1991 — "PASSING THE
MACE"— Retiring Jim Branham to






Tuned In To . .
.
Faculty & Staff
Students at Coastal of-
ten take for granted the
things that the faculty and
staff are willing to do for
them. For example when-
ever someone has a head-
ache, all he or she has to do
is go to the nurse and she
will take care of it. Or for
instance fund raising —
there is always a faculty
member who will offer
their time to help an or-
ganization. And then there
are those professors who
give students extra help
(something that is unheard
of on most campuses).
Every student should take
time out to thank a special
faculty or staff member for
their services.
| Mr. Cornfoot and Enrique seem to
be having difficulties with the cop-
Patti Loebes offers medical assis-
tance over the phone. —
»
We'll get a smile out of you yet,
Dawn. |
Anne Wegner is just to busy to smile
for the camera. —
»
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Marios Katsioloudes is on the fir- | Miss Gardner, what do you have in
ing line. that little paper bag?
<— We're all beginning to wonder
about the goings on between these
two.
We'll try to get those music stands
to you by next year Tom.
95
Tuned in to . .
.
Soaring to New Heights .
The 1991-92 Coastal Carolina Men's Basketball Team
Front Row, Left to Right: Manager Horace Jacobs, Volunteer Assistant Coach Chris Kristich, Assistant Coach Michael Murpgy, Head
Coach Russ Bergman, Assistant Coach Gary Leiner, Student Assistant Coach Ron Poll, and Manager David Sides. Middle Row, Left to
Right: Jason Smith, Jay McGregory, Tony Dunkin, Eddie Lesaine, Dennis Pierre, Eric Grissett, and Larry Johnican. Back Row,' Left to
Right: Jimmy Mitchell, J. J. Fster, Mike Doyle, Ernie Williams, Josh Kammerer, Carlose Estes, Marty Whitfield.
In his seventeenth year at
Coastal, Coach Russ
Bergman took his Chanti-
cleers to the limits, winning
their fourth straight regular
season title and second con-
secutive Big South Confer-
ence tournament champion-
ship. Televised live for the
irst team on ESPN, Coastal
.tomped the Augusta Jaguars
39-54 for the "big win." The
Chants moved on to post-
season NCAA tournament
Dlay challenging Coach Bob-
)y Knight and his Indiana
rloosiers, giving them a run
for their money. Despite
their loss against the number
five team in the country,
Coastal's appearance at the
"Big Dance" will never be
forgotten. Ending the season
with a 13-1 conference record
and a 24-8 over-all record,
1990-91 was their finest sea-
son so far. The spirit contin-
ues into the 1992 season rest-
ing on the hopes of such
players as BSC player of the
year — Tony Dunkin
(junior), and seven new-






Nov 11 UKRANIAN NATIONALS 7 30 pm
Nov 18 SPORT CRUSADERS 7 30 pm
Nov 22 SHORTER 7 30 pm
Nov 25 at South Carolina Stale 8 00 pm
Nov 29 al Orfji Alaskan Shootout TBA
Nov 30 X Great Alaskan Shootout TBA
Dec 1 at Great Alaskan Shootout reA
Dec 2 at Great Alaskan Shootout TBA
Dec 7 al Wisconsin 12 pm (CST)
Dec 16 LIVINGSTONE 7:30 pm
Dec 19 at Evansvrlle 7 35 pm
Dec 21 at Montana 8 0( '.' ;
"
k<t%
Dec 27 al All College Tournament 9 1




p^F Dec 28 •it AH College Tournament TBA
at UNC Charlotte 7 30 pm
Jao8 DAVIDSON 7 30 pm
#** at College of Charleston 7 30 pmifA Jan 15 BELMONT ABBEY 7 30 pmffm Jan 18 UNC ASHEVILLE 7 30 pm\ Jan 20 RADFORD 7 30 pmJan 25 al Liberty 7 30 pm
M'm
Jan 27 CAMPBELL 7.30 pm
Feb 1 al Radtord 7 30 pm
Feb 3 at UNC Ashevillep Feb 6 at Charleston Southern 1 30 pm
Feb 8 TENNESSEt TEMPLE (Homecoming] 5 00 pm
Feb 10 WINTHROP 730 pm
Feb 13 al Davidson 7 30 pm
Feb 17 COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 7 30 pm
Feb 22 at Wrnlhrop 7 30 pm
Feb 24 CHARLESTON SOUTHERN 7 30 pm
Feb 27 LIBERTY 7 30 pm
Feb 29 al Campbell 7 30 pm
Mar 5 at Big South Tournament "3A
Mar 6 at 8ig South Tournament ?A
^^^J Mar 7 31 Big South Tournament TBA
HOME GAMES IN BOLD
'&.
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I Josh Kammerer concentrates on
the basket.
98
J.J.'s fancy footwork keeps the op
position on its toes.
Eric gets a jump on the compe-
tition, j
J Jay McGregory leads the team out




The 1991-92 Women's Basketball Team
Front, Left to Right: Michelle Minton, Nikki Sims, Holly Bottar, Stacy Hughes, Michele Scalf. Back, Left to Right: Timmy Bryant
(Assistant Coach), Ali Colgrove, Kim Lewis, Nikki Evans, Sonja Harris, Gina Markland (Head Coach), Annette Alston (Assistant Coach).
COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 1991-92
The 1991-92 season saw
the return of senior guards,
Holly Bottar and Stacy
Hughes. Bottar, a three time
Big South All-Conference
player, needed only 329 pts.
to become Coastal's all-time
scoring leader. Hughes, holds
the 1 990-9 1 single season rec-
ord for free throws at 85.4%.
Added to this experienced
backcourt, were center Kim
Lewis, Coastal's rebound
leader at 5.3 per game and
Sonja Harris, Michelle
Minton and Michele Scalf.
With three new players on
board, Coach Gina Markland
hoped to strengthen Coastal's
frontcourt with greater re-
bound capability. Although
the Lady Chants faced some
stiff competition in Big South
opponents, Coach Markland
was both optimistic and con-
fident about this year's con-
ference race.
DATE OPPONENT TIME'
Nov 24 PRESBYTERIAN 4 00 pm
Nov 29 at Central Florida Tournament TBA.
Nov 30 at Central Florida Tournament TBA
Dec 3 FRANCIS MARION 7:30 pm
Dec 7 at UNC Greensboro 3 00 pm
Dec 16 at East Ten nessee State 7 30 pm
Jan. 3 COASTAL BEACH CLASSIC 6:00 4 8 00 pm
(Coastal vs Western Carolina. E Tenn St vs Mercer)
Jan. 4 COASTAL BEACH CLASSIC 4:00 i 600 pm
Jan 6 CENTRAL WESLEYAN 7:30 pm
Jan 8 APPALACHIAN STATE 6:00 pm
Jan 13 •WINTHROP 7:30 pm
Jan 18 •ai UNC Ashevrlle 3 00 pm-
Jan 20 •at Radford 7:30 pm]
Jan 24 FURMAN 7:30 pm
Jan 28 'at Liberty 7 30 pm
Feb 1 •RADFORD 3:00 pm
Feb 3 •UNCASHEVILLE 7:30 pm
Feb .8 •LIBERTY (HOMECOMING! 3:00 pm
Feb 11 'at Wrnthrop 7-00 pm '
Feb 15 at College ot Charleston 7 00 pm
Feb. 17 •CAMPBELL 6 00 pm
Feb 19 COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 7:30 pm
Feb 22 CHARLESTON SOUTHERN 7:30 pm
Feb 26 atNCAST 7 00 pm-
Feb 29 "atCampbel 5 00 pm
Mar 4 "at Charleston Southern 7:00 pm
Mar 12-14 ai Big South Conterence Tournament
in Radtord Virginia
TBA
Finishing the 1990-91 season with a
6-6 conference record, the Lady
Chants tied down fourth place in the
Big South Conference.
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<— Coastal reaches for the tip-off at
the Coastal Carolina Classic.
«- WHAT HOLLY DOES BEST! —
Shooting for the gold against Win-
throp.
Coastal plays Mercer for the cham-
pionship.
J.
1 Head Coach — GINA MARKLAND —
"Performance is the name of the game and
we intend to give it our best shot."
Stacy Hughes #33 shooting for the
loop over a guard attempt by West-
ern Carolina.
1 Stacy Hughes breezes past the op- j Manager: Miceala Kreisle
position.
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I Isn't Tennis a wonderful sport? —
It works every muscle in the body.
OK . . . Bring on the bad guys! —
Mike Learner not only teaches the
art of Karate, but the patience and
discipline that goes with it. —>
| How many people actually read the
calendar?
| Each year one of the many activ-
ities associated with intramurals is
flag football. Some of these guys look







For those students who like to stay active but do not have
the time (or ability) to dedicate themselves to a team sport
there are alternatives. For instance INTRAMURALS; they
are the best way to have fun and get in shape at the same time.
Sports like tennis or biking are beneficial when there is only
one or two persons. For the serious ones, the newly added
Karate Club is great for the patient natured. Last but not least
there are several classes offered for athletic people: rock
climbing, scuba diving, cycling, and water skiing. So now no
one has an excuse for not getting in shape!
«— OK God, I think I am ready to
attempt this wall now.
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Clockwise From Bottom: Sharon Williamson, Tamra Davis, Lynn Bass, Traci Tipton, Jennifer Flynn, Suzanne Flynn. j With Anthony LaRocca's strength
Not Pictured: Lisha Morlan, Nan Epting, Andrea Kellen. and Stacy Stolmaker's grace they
j
J
seem to make a perfect pair.
i
<— The crew really went wild after
the Jackson State game.
| The cheerleaders put on a great
show during half-time.
| The dance team also kept the crowd
excited and entertained during in-
termissions.
PROMOTING SPIRIT!
Cheerleaders and Dance Team Hard at
Work
If you've recently attended
a basketball game in the
"Chicken Coop," the first
thing you've probably no-
ticed is the presence of a full-
blown spirit squad. With the
recent formation of a pep
band, as well as a newly add-
ed dance team, visiting teams
are now met with a formi-
dable powerhouse combina-
tion of supporters and fans!
Through the great coordinat-
ing efforts and imagination
of Kim Mitchell (advisor),
the Coastal Chanticleer
"Sound and Dance Ma-
chine" gyrates and vibrates
the team to victory.
T The Chanticleer and friend, posing
for posterity.
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The opposition is no match for the Coastal soccer player regains control Ludvic Brogason uses his body to
Chants mighty defense. | of the ball. J. shield the ball from the opposition. |




No Pain! — No Gain!
Under the auspices of
Coach Paul Banta, the Chan-
ticleer soccer team tried to
repeat their 1990-91 season
record of 11-3. However,
hard-hit with player injuries,
Coach Banta has had to re-
vamp and restructure his
strategy with the hopes of
strengthening his team's
weak points. Through the de-
termination and persever-
ance of both Banta and his
assistant coach, Nuno
Piteira, Coastal tried hard for
another conference win but it
wasn't in the cards. "Next
year they will come back
stronger than ever."






MICHELLE HALL (#16) MICHELLE MINTON
(#5)
TONYA MOSES (#11) COURTNEY CARLSON
(#9)





Head Coach — Jess Dannelly — 1991 Big South
Conference Coach of the Year; Assistant Athletic
Director
BETH PARK (#10) DEE CRAFT (#12)
JENNIFER
BOLEBRUNCH (#3) LORI MEADOR (#4)
M CPa * A
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WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 1991-92




Fore's fourth year as head
coach of Coastal's volley-
ball team. Also in the
coach's corner was out-
standing player— now as-
sistant coach Sonya
Trimbath Cappin. With
the return of three 3-year
and four 2-year veterans,
the seasoned Lady Chants
pounded the courts with a










Big South Coach of the Year
1988, 1989, 1990
Tom Brennan
Golf, Men's and Women's
Allen Connie
Women's Cross-Country

































The Big South Conference
is in its sixth year as a NCAA
Division I conference. Cham-
pionships are held in the fol-
lowing sports: baseball, bas-
ketball, cross-country, golf,
soccer, tennis, and women's
volleyball. Each year, the
Commissioners Cup is pre-
sented by the Big South Ex-
ecutive Committee to the
conference school with best
showing overall in confer-
ence competition. Last year
Coastal Carolina was the re-
cipient of this distinguished
award. Way to go Chants!
Ill
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by SGA on March
11, 1991. They won the
first Annual Greek Week-
end and raised the most mon-
ey out of all the Greeks at Coastal
for the March of Dimes walk-a-
thon. Also this Halloween they re-
ceived candy from many clubs on
campus and took it to the children
at the Conway Hospital. Delta Phi
Omega has proved to be one of the
most outgoing new sororities on
campus. They are known for their
friendliness and energetic person-
alities.
| 1st Row: Laura Vertolli, Lynn Benzenberg, Mary Ellen Cutts, Dee Dee Frasier. 2nd Row: Bobbie
Smith, Trista Welsh, Heather Steiner, Angie Lee, Kristi Roby. 3rd Row: Joanne Ward, Angie Robinson,
Kirstan Dougher, Samantha Harden, Suzanne Bostick, Megan Wagner, Jenny Gray. 4th Row:;
Courtenay Slingo, Janet Summerville, Mary Louise Adelman, Laurie Traver, Gretchen Horner.
| 1st Row: Christy Dilworth, Stephanie Wade, Staci Currie, Sabrina Pinion, Jenny Barnwell, Stecci
Hellburn, Debbie Biggs, Joann Zimmer, Kristen Driscoll. 2nd Row: Paula Sebastian, Gina Fickenworth,
Amy Morris, Liz Greenaway, Traci Howell, Ari LeRoux, Tara Blacher, Danielle Fooley. 3rd Row: Lisa
Synder, Kim Carter, Carol Henning, Mary Acors, Chrystal Stone, Krysti Bialas, Nancy Capitula, Desera
Smith.
Theta Sigma was established as a
sorority in the fall 1989 semester.
Since they were first recognized,
the Theta's have been very influ-
ential on this campus. The goal of
Theta Sigma is to help every young
woman achieve success in the de-
velopment of their skills, both ac-
ademic and social. The Theta's








Sigma Phi Epsilon is
one of the largest national
social fraternities in America.
Sigma Phi Epsilon participates in
many community service activities
as well as being dedicated to the
principles of brotherhood.
| 1 st Row: Brian Mitchell, Kohn Ballerini, Brad Lewis, Sebastion Terrallo, Tom Donegon, Alex Klein,
Vince Smith, Joel Richardson. 2nd Row: Don Emory, Rich Zecchino, Craig Cavicchia, David Berry,
Chris Collier, Chris Loeber, Kent Adkisson, Ken Tallmadge, Joel Watson, Duane Kephart, Trevor
Tarlton.
| 1st Row, L to R: Pam Perrit, Laney Walsh, Gina Campbell, Kelly Ipock (Pres.), Kim Edmunds (Vice
Pres.), Tammi Garrick (Asst. Vice Pres.), Debra Sutcliff (Treasurer). 2nd Row, L to R: Dr. Suzanne
Cormier (Advisor), Kristie Anderson, Teasha Bass, Amy Blanton, Terry Jones, Sheila Stalvey, Tammy
Woodly, Donna Hodge, Kimberly Zeese (Secretary). 3rd Row: Christy Burrell, Frecia Story, Karen
Johnson, Elaine Brigham, Debbie Howard, Joseph Barton.
The Education Club is made up
of members who are interested in
promoting the awareness of issues
in the American Educational Sys-
tem. It helps students and future
teachers become aware of the laws
and policies that public teachers
have to face.
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1st Row: Ginny Murphy (Vice President), Sheila Rogers (Secretary), Dr. Baird (Adviser), Lyda "Liz"
Green (President), Christine O'Rourke (Treasurer). 2nd Row: Sonja Vertacnik, Natalie Pruitt, Rene
Windham, Janice Bacot, Melissa Hughes, Jan Bodkin, Eddie Whitner, Jacquelyn Schultz, Kerry





of 1989. They are a
National Honor Socie-
ty for those who excel in
the field of Psychology.
:
1 st Row, Left to Right: Judy Westman (Adviser), Jenny Gray. 2nd Row: Bill McAlister, Stacy Hughes
Sandra Althen, Chris Schlanger. 3rd Row: Debbie Biggs, Ruby Price, Kari Rangel, Heidi Russo, Kenny
McSorley (President), Chad Abend. 4th Row: Shannon Rivers, Kim Van Brunt, Jim Crews, Rober
Polcla. 5th Row: Ann Burt, Jeff Carraway, Jason Debruh.
Pi Epsilon Mu is an organization
which centers its interest on the
awareness of physical education.
Its goal is to promote involvement








who are returning to ob-
tain a college degree. One of
their goals is to establish, and
maintain a perpetual scholarship
fund for RSA members.
st Row: Lyda "Liz" Greene, Esther Suggs. 2nd Row: Ellen Dekieva (Pres.), Freda Green (Sec), Donna
Vhitesides, Nancy Bennett. 3rd Row: Deleon Hord, Vito Zeccolo (V. Pres.), Jonnie Corcoran, Bill
Farley (Treas.), P. E. Cox. 4th Row: Kennett Thomas. Not Pictured: Dr. Stephen West.
1st Row: Carlton Bridges, Mark Sikes. 2nd Row: Dawn Williams, Paula Logan. 3rd Row: Clay
Fearrington (Coordinator), Trish Grant (P.R. Coordinator), Barbara Ahrens, Keitha Peavy. 4th Row:
Cyndee Lewis (Asst. Coordinator), Debbie Rahn, Melissa Richardson.
The Campus Programming Un-
ion consists of volunteer members
who contribute time to program
quality educational and social
events for students. Such events
include dances, pageants, talent
shows, and comic entertainment.
The Campus Programming Union







vide services for the
college as well as for the
community. They develop
strong leaders and increase
friendship among fellow students.
Campus Crusade for Christ is an
organization dedicated to increas-
ing the knowledge of Jesus Christ
and biblical Christianity among its
members.
f 1st Row: Andrew Stonefield (President). 2nd Row: Michelle Richardson (Vice President), Sheila >.,
Stalvey (Secretary), Donna Whitesides (Treasurer). 3rd Row: Julie Smith, Denise Hamilton, Dawn <]




1st Row: Yolanda Canteen, Jennifer Swope. 2nd Row: Tim Crawford, Tommy Rose, Todd Un-







[ 1st Row: Robert Oliver, Denise Hamilton, Susanne Viscarra, Dr. Bob Robinson, Sherry Rauckhurst,
Lyda "Liz" Greene, Sunny Gupta. 2nd Row: Brendon Frost, David Schulz, Michael Stachelczyk, Felicia
Garland, Andrew Fishburn, Connie Graham.
•[ Front Row: Chrissy Lewis, Jean Marie Stouffer, Anne Haley. Second Row: Sunnie McGhee, Jeanalie
Stouffer, Laura Hayes, Lisha Morlan. Not Pictured: Lynn Bass, Kari Rangle, Angela Watkins, Regina
Cannon, Nicole Lakovic.
Sigma Delta Phi is a sorority
which dedicates its time to pro-
moting social development and
sisterhood among its members as







olina College is the of-
ficial governing body for
the undergraduate students.
It is made up of elected officers
and various club members. SGA's
main purpose is to deal with affairs of
the university community in accordance
with the highest ideals of democratic rep-
resentation and the greatest aims and purposes
of the university. They are responsible for con-
veying the student body's opinion, on a whole, to
the college's administration, serving as a liaison
between the administration and students, and
sharing with faculty and administration the gov-
ernance of the college. SGA is also responsible for
the appointment of student representatives to
university, presidential, standing, and governing
committees. In addition they provide students
various services for bettering the academic, and
residential life in the Coastal community.
First Row, Pictured Left to Right: Stuart Axlerod, Julie Smith, Donna Whitesides, Michelle Richardson, Carri Lester,
Kelly Shelton. Second Row: Trevor Tarleton (President), Jonathon Shanks (Vice President), Julie Meyers, student,
Carol Henning, student, Debra Sutcliffe, Andrew Stonefield, Trish Grant, Paula Logan (Treasurer). Third Row:
Suzanne Viscarra, Sabrina Todd, Dawn Cross, Mike McDonough, Meghan Wagner, Shelia Stalvy, Felicia Vereen,
Barbara Ahrens, student, Brian McGuire. Fourth Row: student, student, Jennifer Hartley, Robert Oliver, student,
student, Cyndee Lewis, Auburn Boyd. Fifth Row: student, student, Brandon Fleckner, Doug Clark, Scott Brown,
Micheal Borders, student, Charles Featherstone, student, Bill Farley.
First Row: Chris Thomas, Sabrina Pinion, Crissy Thompson, Amy Morris, Jennifer Flynn, Jennifer
Saleeby (President), Holly Paulaski. Second Row: Wade Noland, Brian Munn, Scott Brown, Ken
Murphy, Kim Connelly, Dr. Bob Nale (Advisor).
The Business Club's main goal is
to promote interest in the business
environment, and to provide a
means for increased knowledge of
the business activities of our so-
ciety. They participate in commu-
nity activities and appropriate
campus activities. The Club spon-
sors various speakers of the area of
business and is the co-sponsor for




o a s t a 1
Earth Envi-
ronmentalist So-




on the status of the Earth's En-
vironment. One of the huge
events that they organize and pro-
mote is Earth Day. The event is usu-
ally held at the Myrtle Beach State Park
and consists of various booths informing
the public on environmental issues. An-
other activity they perform on campus is
the recycling of cans. The importance of
educating the very people that will be
contributing and influential members of
society can not be underestimated. There
are major environmental problems that
EES will address in hopes to encourage
the students to participate in grass roots
and international efforts to protect the
Earth for future generations.
1 st Row: Rosie Lihdler, Kelly Shelton, Carri Lester, Auburn Boyd, Cricket Condrey. 2nd Row: Some
Dude Who Just Showed Up, Stuart Williams, Eric Gardner, Rodney Tisdale, Cricket Condrey.
1st Row: Crissy Thompson (President), Jennifer Saleeby. 2nd Row: Scott Brown, Dr. Marios Kat-
sioloudes (Adviser), Melissa Gray, Chris Smith, Katheryn Monesteri.
The Management and Organiza-
tion Club enables its members to
become familiar with management
as an art and science. Members
gain knowledge in the manage-





f r o -
American So-
ciety at Coastal
Carolina is an organ-
ization that acts on be-
half of minority students.
They allow its members to in-
crease awareness and involvement
of minorities on campus. They
sponsored numerous activities for
all students this year including a
dance and Thanksgiving Festivi-
ties. They are also a supporter of
the Black History program.
1st Row: Donald Thompson (V. Pres.), Dawn Cross (S.G.A. Rep.), Cynthia Davis (Pres.), Alisa Mabry (P.R.
Coordinator), Melanie Rose (Secretary), Cindy Hunt (Treasurer). 2nd Row: Tammi Steed, Edwina Cox, Youlanda
Robinson, Latitia Dowling, Rosalyn Bates. 3rd Row: Lee Jones, Keitha Peay, Melissa McCloud, Tami Thompson. 4th
Row: Paula Logan, Melody Durant, Sandy Jennings, Angela Godbolt, Ladeitra. 5th Row: Johnathon McNeal, T. J.
Willoughby, Zulakia Nillips. 6th Row: Michael Gillyard, Patrick Fryar, Kevin Young, Norman Goodson.











al is a group that
allows its members
to enhance their knowl-
edge of that science. The
group participated in such
events as "Swamp Fest," a day
that was dedicated to informing
children and adults on various as-
pects of the biological environ-
ment.
Dr. Howard Kramer, Darryl Remppies, Lisa Carr, Kathy Persinger, Andrew Stonefield, Angie Long,
Sean Torrens, Thomas Rose, Student.
1st Row, Left to Right: Isabel Milliner, Culhan Bellamy, Barbara Ahrens, Dr. Kenig. Second Row:
Shannon Williams, Ken Hardy, Will Hardgrove, Modestine Ford, Gilliam Garguinar, Michelle Rhodes.
8* Mik %m
ill!
The main focus of the Sociology
Club is to give their members a
chance to enhance their education
on social concerns and problems.
This is accomplished through the
use of guest speakers, films, con-









ly. The group is involved in
many of the activities on cam-
pus. Among those include partic-
ipation in the Miss Coastal Car-
olina Pageant, and a remembrance
of Pearl Harbor at Myrtle Beach
High School. The group has in-
spired many with their talent and
beautiful voices.
J First Row, Left to Right: Frank Hart, Linda Stevens, Kristi Brown, Erika Watson, Cheryl Felder. Second Row:
Jeanette Inman, Donna Cooke, Shannon Jackson, Amy Blanton, Mark Draper, Amy Burgess. Third Row: April
Gardner, Lora Hyatt, Kim Edmonds, Denise Hamilton, Pamela Brisbon. Fourth Row: Carolyn C. Cox (Director),
Tracy Melvin, Aimee Gilmore, Tammy Housand, Amy Burgess, Frankie Allen (Assistant Director). Fifth Row: Dale
Brown, Michael Borders, Jody Moore, Michael Ardis, Clay Ferrington, Carlton Bridges, Matt Morris, Ben Neeves.
J.
Front: Matt Morris. First Row: Michael Borders, Linda Stevens, Shannon Jackson, Amy Burgess.
Second Row: Dale Brown, Erika Watson, Kristi Brown, Mary Draper, Tammy Housand, Ben Neeves.
The Vocal Ensemble is a small
group that is selected by audition
only. They perform for churches
and special events in the commu-






1st Row: Anthony Thomas, Jon Johnston, David Melvin Friedman, David Knotts, Alex Sankowski,
Joe
Allegro, Ken Loh'r. 2nd Row: Christian Meserino, Edward Danis, Bret Barron, Rod Foys, Brook Boyd,
Jason Beasley, Skip Baker. 3rd Row: Brian Bristol, Brian Seay, Fred Hutchinson, Tin Huffman, Jon
Klempa. Brian Vaughn, Tim Moore, Rich Sullivan, David Brennan, Jeff Delong, Jeff Johnson.
here at Coastal Car-
olina. They were formal-
ly established here on O
ber 4, 1991. They participate
actively in the programs of Inner
Greek Council and they also
showed their support at the Mid-
night Madness pep rally as well.
They stick to the saying — "We
are the Fraternity to better the
man."
Sitting: Carolyn C. Cox. Left to Right: Frank Hart, Linda Stevens, Frankie Allen, Dale Brown, Amy
Blanton, Michelle Sears, Kim Edmonds, Miss Draper, Cheryl Felder, Denise Hamilton, Erika Watson,
Shannon Jackson, April Gardner.
M.E.N.C. or the Music Educa-
tors National Conference was es-
tablished to make available to
members opportunities for profes-
sional development and to ac-
quaint students with the privileges




N u , for-
mally known
as Kappa Tau
Omega is very active
in all aspects of the
Coastal community, some
include assistance with the Al-
cohol and Drug Prevention Pro-
gram, Miss Coastal Carolina Pag-
eant, Adopt a Highway, Amateur
Night at Coastal, and the recycling
program in association with Inner
Greek Council. Sigma Nu consists
of nearly 40 active brothers who
are involved in just about all clubs
and organizations. They pride
themselves in striving to achieve
the highest principles of HONOR.
First Row, Left to Right: Tim Touzel (Advisor), Billy J. Crawford, Steve C. Camp, S. Mark Sikes, Steve G. Mays, Jon J. Hofraagle, Palmer
C. Gwell. Second Row: Lane Barker, Mike McDonough, Ritch Dotson, Brian Crews, Joey Smith. Third Row: David T. Wiley, Jason
j
Hoffman, Chuck Justice. Fourth Row: Jon R. Mann, Mark Duncan, Josh T. Siegel, Jamie Hendley, Brett Weissman. Fifth Row: Rich
Carunchio, Brian Freeman, Kevin Connorley, Travis Parker. Sixth Row; Arnold Mitchell, Trey Younts, Calvin Langley, Grey Doner. Not
Pictured: Robert Stull, Glen Corbley, Lawrence Benton, David Crumlich, Dargan Baldwin, Pete Cronley, Chris Hawley, Jason Chevallard,
John D. Jones, David Moorehead, Vince Emerson.
1st Row: Meira Dozier, Pat Auseume, Julie Smith, Denise Hamilton, Crissy Thompson, Pasty Holmes, Louanna Sowa.
2nd Row: Ruby Price, Sachin Gupta, Donna Whitesides, Kerry Ann Schwanz, Joleigh Orton, Donna Mitchell, Trish
Grant, Pam Perritt, Jennifer Swope, Dr. Bob Squatriglia (Adviser). 3rd Row: Todd Underwood, Dave Schultz, Robert
Oliver, Rita Slavich, Charmane Tomczyk, Virginia Murphy, Christine Tuthill, Debbie Rahn, Matthew Bohling, Lynn
Smith. Not Pictured: Lyda "Liz" Greene, Susanne Viscarra.
Omicron Delta Kappa, the Na-
tional Leadership Honor Society,
was founded December 3, 1914, at
Washington Lee University, in
Lexington, Virginia, by fifteen stu-
dent and faculty leaders. ODK rec-
ognizes those individuals who
show exceptional leadership qual-
ities and a sense of responsibility
in every aspect of college life.
The students, faculty, and ad-
ministration meet on a ba-










They are responsible for cre-
ating The Chanticleer, a bi-weekly
campus newspaper which is free to
students. They are a member of SCCPA
(South Carolina Collegiate Press Associa-
tion) and are dedicated to informing students
on various national and local events.
:
Left to Right: Joe Bergman, Paul Olsen (Advisor), Brendon
Frost, Susanne Viscarra, Dr. Paul Rice, Preston McKever-
Floyd.
Pictured: Brian McGuire (Editor-in-Chief), Sarah Loudin (Asst. Editor). Not
Pictured: Susanne Viscarra (Copy Editor), Barbara Ahrens (Managing Ed-
itor), David M. Schulz, Patricia Grant, Karin Wiechert, Amy Clark, Andre
Houck, Travis Parker, Dargan Baldwin, Jason Beasley, Steve Camp, Stuart
Axlerod, Jerald Murray, Debbie Rahn (Business Manager), Steve Westland
(Photographer), Amber French.
Left to Right: Stephanie Biegner, Susanne Viscarra,
Samantha Montague. Not Pictured: Mary Klein,
Sherry Rauckhorst, David Schulz
The Archarios Staff is
responsible for creating
the campus literary/art
magazine, which is print-
ed twice a year. They
must collect art and lit-
erary submissions from
students and faculty and
from those they select the
best. They then are re-
quired to design and lay-
out the pages for the










the aspects of history.
They show appreciation
only for the past but a
present. One thing they did this
year to get the faculty and students
more acquainted was to hold a
mixer for both with free food and
drinks.
] 1st Row: Amber French, Bob Oliver. 2nd Row: Bobby Hernandez, Ed Philpot, Tim Dillinger, Scott
Simon. Not Pictured: Brendon Frost, Stephanie Ridenour, Sabrina Todd, Heather Hughes, Yasemin
Saib, Susanna Viscarra, Denise Hamilton, Kenneth Wrighter, Leisa Stilley, Peggy Campbell.
| From Front to Back: Denise Hamilton, Demetirus Williams, Sabrina Todd, Robert Oliver, studem
student, student.
Phi Alpha Theta is a new history
Honor Society here at Coastal. Its
members are recognized for their
abilities in the knowledge of the








of the law with members
of the Bench and Bar in
fraternal fellowship designed
to advance ideals of liberty and
equal justice under law; to inspire
the virtues of compassion and
courage; to foster integrity and
professional confidence; to pro-
mote the welfare of its members;
and to encourage their moral, in-
tellectual, and cultural advance-
ment, so that each member may
enjoy a lifetime of honorable pro-
fessional and public service.
T MEMBERS OF PHI ALPHA DELTA
1 MEMBERS OF INTERNATIONAL CLUB
The international club here at
Coastal Carolina is a great organ-
ization for those students from
abroad to get acquainted with
America and its culture. It is also
beneficial for those interested
Coastal students to learn and ad-
vance in the knowledge of other
countries. One of the activities
that the club sponsors every year is
a food sale that features var-








English 220. We are re-
sponsible for the very
pages you are looking at right
now. Many hours of picture tak-
ing, interviewing, layout design
and editing are involved in the
process of completing the book.
This year the book's theme was
"We're Tuned In," and the con-
cept was to show the students'
growing concern for political, so-
cial, and environmental awareness
and just by looking at the organ-
izations represented in this section
one can see that happening.
Seated, Left to Right: Lyda "Liz" Greene (business manager), Brandy Hamilton (Editor-in-Chief):
Heather Steiner (Sports Editor). Standing: Alisa Mabry, Joey Froelich (Assistant Editor), Julie Myers
Not Pictured: Charlie Butler, Lynn Cornfoot (photographer), Sandy Rishel (Layout Editor), Marlen;j
Gardine, Tony Truett, Clay Fearrington (Co-Advisor), Veronica Gerald (Advisor).
Front Row, Left to Right: Melissa Wilson, Carol Henning, Jodi Magner. Back Row: Justin Hirtzil,
Charles Featherstone, Paul Norris, Kristen Christenson.
The Society of the Undersea
World is an organization in which
the main purpose is to help inform
the public on current issues facing
our oceans' environment. Among
their other campus activities, one
thing that they worked on this year
was to get a 250 gallon aquarium
donated and put in the library for
educational purposes (this is es-
timated to be accomplished in






interest in the field
of psychology. They are
a group that is also in-
volved in campus activities.
One thing they did this year was
hold a raffle at the Christmas
dance with the proceeds going to
children in need of Christmas gifts.
T Left to Right: Rita Slavich, Christine O'Rourke, Steve Shout, Karen Wendlegass, Dr. Tony Albiniak,
Lona Merris, Allison Rodgers, Leeza Freeman, Gini Murphy, Kerry Schwartz.
Left to Right: Cindy Hunt, Nicole Clowers, Demetrius Williams, Julie Myers.
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority was
founded on January 15, 1908, at
Howard University. The sisters are
known for their high academic
achievement and their strong com-
munity involvement. One event
they sponsored this year was a
"Coming Out" dance and celebra-
tion for area teenagers. This Deb-
utante debut was brought back af-





pel Choir is a
singing group which
consists of students,
faculty, and staff who en-
joy singing gospel music. The
choir performs at special events
at the college and in the commu-
nity.
| Sitting, Left to Right: Rhonda Brabhan, David Manigo, Dawn Cross. Standing: Petlin Job, Pamela
Brisbon, Windi Racki, Vera Cribb, student.
1 MEMBERS OF THE ADVERTISING CLUB
The advertising club helps its
members increase their skills in
the area of advertising. They often
come up with marketing ideas for
different events as well as promote








form at home basket-
ball games to show support
and also at special events at
the college. Auditions are held
each fall for new, interested stu-
dents.
T Sitting: Roman Gibson. First Row: Paula Sebastian, Sabrina Pinion. Second Row: David Manigo,
Charles Degnan, Luis Aguayo, Maria Irvin.
| Sitting: Kelly Berry, Chris Klemm. Standing, Left to Right: Don Naggiar (Advisor), Susan Pierce, Willy
Shaw, Michael Brady. Not Pictured: Sean Pierce, Kimberly Lindmann, Sarah Loudin, Debbie Rahn.
The Upstage Company is an or-
ganization in which the main in-
terest lies in all aspects of the the-
ater. Members are very active in
the various plays, concerts, and
other activities that take place at
Wheelwright Auditorium as well
as around campus. Among these
activities the group also travels to






ty. Any education ma-
jor with a grade point
average over #.5 is eligible.
This year, 32 new members
were inducted into the organiza-
tion.
The members of Kappa Delta Pi.
Front: "Sensei" Mike Learner. 1st Row: Dee Craft, Mike McDonough, Jason Edge. 2nd Row: Rich
Myers, Pat Lightie, Ed Dyer, Shawn Groove.
Formed just this year, the Ka-
rate Club is off to a really good
start. After a very expansive flyer
distribution campaign, it got a
good response with 12 members.




would like to congratulate
the 1992 Graduates.
We wish you success










we have taken great




developing them to the
highest standards and
continually reinvesting








Burroughs & Chapin Company, Inc.
Burroughs & Collins
Company, Inc.























Electricity is the energy that brightens all your ^Q|V
tomorrows. It keeps you in touch with your world, ^l^(




Owned by the People
of South Carolina
137
748 Highway 544 (Near Coastal Carolina College)




our dough made fresh daily!
347-7444
FAST FREE DELIVERY
'Limited Delivery Area $7.00 Minimum Order Required)
SUBS Small Large
Meat Ball 3.75 4.75 !
Pizza Sub 3.75 4.75







Roast Beef 3.95 5.00
Super Sub 3.95 5.00




































Mushrooms, Green Peppers, and
C -vs.
(6 items for the price of 5)
16" Lg. $15.00
•The House Supreme
Pepperoni, Canadian Bacon, Beef,
Italian Sausage, Bacon, Green
Peppers, Mushrooms, Onions and
Black Olives.
(9 items for the price of 6)
16" Lg. $16.00













Some of the Best
Things Never Change
Pepsi Cola
Pepsi Cola Bottlers of Conway/Myrtle Beach
Conway, S.C.
Hwy. 501 W





WELCOME TO THE COASTAL
CAROLINA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The Alumni Association is composed of graduates and former
students who have earned at least thirty semester hours of
credit at Coastal. Alumni who contribute to the Loyalty Fund
hold active membership. The Alumni Association awards a
scholarship each year to a rising senior, sponsors the campus
homecoming celebration and graduation activities, and
organizes special programs for the benefit of USC Coastal
Carolina College. Coastal Alumni; truly the Best of Carolina.
Congratulations *&
5emu











as a Graduate Student
Congratulations Seniors
Stop by the Graduate Office in the
Graduate and Continuing Education





















The Chanticleer is the official student
newspaper of Coastal Carolina College.
Adviser: Linda Schwartz
Editor-in-chief: Brian McGuire
Assistant Editor: Sarah Loudin
Managing Editor: Barbara Ahrens
Copy Editor: Susanne Viscarra
Business Manager: Debbie Rahn
jf you" re looking










































































Campus Programming Union is the organization which programs educational and social
activites for the college community. The organization is composed of those students who
volunteer their time to provide entertainment for fellow students.
Ask us! It's your money!
Coordinator: Clay Fearrington
Assistant Coordinator: Cyndee Lewis























































next to Brendles on
Highway 501 West
Bowling and Recreation Center
236-1020
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Come on out to where
the fun times roll.
32 Lanes 8270 AMF Micro Processor Pinspotters •
Pro Shop • ///AccuScore • Meeting Room •
• Spare Time Lounge • Snack Bar •
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
10% OFF ROOM RATES
If you mention "Chanticleers"
The weather's great, the beach is perfect & the price is right!
The Area's Finest Oceanfront Resort!
'WESTWINDS
3405 South Ocean Blvd., North Myrtle Be"ach, SC 29582 • 1-800-345-5970
Jerry Cox Company
"SHOP WHERE PEOPLE CARE
ABOUT YOU"
* Full Line Department Store
True Value Hardware Store
Located Downtown Conway
* Phillips "66" Fuel Oil Plant
Homewood Section of Conway
* Convenience Store — Across from MBAFB, Myrtle
Beach,




\(j% DISCOUNT TO COASTAL CAROLINA STUDENTS
Domestic & Foreign Tune-Ups
Complete Brake Service
S.C. Inspection Station
(SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID)
Lifetime Warranty Mufflers
Custom Exhausts
MORRIS AUTO & EXHAUST
800 Highway 501
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Howard T. LaBarca
Be a Legend in Your Own Time!
Play the fabulous golf courses
of the Legends Group:
HEATHLAND MOORLAND
MARSH HARBOUR OYSTER BAY
HERITAGE

















^EO. VIDEO M ^CAMERAS • ELECTRONICS • STER
2606 N. KINGS HIGHWAY, MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29577
4Sa* .0*
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DEVELOPING











Being headquartered here on the
Grand Strand means all our policy
decisions - loans, interest rates,
services. Whatever - are made by
people who really understand you
and the area. So rather than being
forced to live with policies and
services that are determined in
some corporate tower outside the
area. Anchor's are tailored to our
local economy and the particular
needs you have.
Decisions and policies that are
made locally by locals is just one
reason why people who bank with







1205 5. Kings Hwy
446-1411
SURFSIDE BEACH
300 N Kings Hwy
238-5691
MURRELLS INLET










Subscribe to The Sun News' weekend package and get our
weekly entertainment guide kicks!, and much more, delivered
for only $1.50 per week (3-month minimum). Look at all the
features you'll receive...
# Friday, Saturday and Sunday news articles
# Friday's kicks! entertainment guide for weekend planning
# Saturday's and Sunday's expanded Sports sections
# The weekly Television guide on Sunday
# Advertisements and sales supplements to help plan your
shopping
Start now! Call 626-0260 or 1-800-868-6866, ext. 260, 6 a.m.




WEEKLY ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE FOR THE GRAND STRAND
Every Friday in





NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES





WE SEARCH FOR THE LOWEST FARES
ONE CALL TO US WILL TAKE
CARE OF ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS






n~i to * :i«e> .7 rare
238-1425
FAX # 238-0703American Society '
'
i Travel Agents 720C HWY. 17 N. SURFSIDE BEACH, S.C. NEAR SHOW BIZ PIZZA
International /5t"« "l""^























2606 N. Kings Hwy.
Downtown Myrtle Beach
(Opp. Myrtle Square Mall)
151
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CARL WOS STUDIO, IN
SHARO HILL, PENNSYLVANIA




PINE LAKES INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY CLUB
DRAWER 7099, 5600 WOODSIDE AVENUE
MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA AREA 803 PHONE 449-6459

















PO Box 3087, 200 Bush Drive. Myrtle Beach, SC 29578-3087








Cypress Plaza, Suite 1201
350 Wesley Street




We've been tuned in all year and now it's time to "tune
out" until next fall. As we conclude the spring semester it is
necessary to take a moment and reflect back on all the
accomplishments and disappointments we dealt with as stu-
dents at Coastal. A sigh of relief is heard by students who no
longer have to spend long nights of cramming for a final or
suffer from writer's block when writing a research paper. We
also pause to think about the memories that were formed this
year, not only those of the Coastal community but of the
changing world as well. The graduating seniors will now go
out into this unstable world with the education and ex^
perience that is necessary in order to be a successful member
of the American Society today. Everyone should remember
the responsibilities we have to achieve this. We must stay
informed on the political, social, and environmental issues
that affect our lives and the future. So GOOD LUCK TO
THE GRADUATING CLASS and to the rest of the student
body . . . see you next year!
THIS BOOK WAS PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
THANK YOU
Without the support of
people not directly affiliated
with the staff, it would not be
possible to put a yearbook to-
gether. The staff of the 1991-
92 Atheneum would like to
thank all those people who
have helped lighten our load.
Thanks for all the help!
Dr. Ron Eaglin, Chancellor
Dr. Bob Squatriglia, Associate Chancellor
Dawn Williams, Director of Student Affairs
Linda Schwartz, English Professor
Bill Edmonds and Staff
The Print Shop
Pat Singleton-Young, Director of Minority Relations
Student Media Committee
Campus Security — For letting us in at all hours
Charles and Bette Hamilton
Campus Programming Union
Charles and Alice Froelich








And a special thanks for the support of our wonderful advisor— Veronica Gerald!
159
THE 1991-92 ATHENEUM STAFF
Veronica Gerald — Advisor
Clay Fearrington — Co-Advisor
EXECUTIVE STAFF
Brandy Hamilton — Editor in Chief
Joseph Froelich — Associate Editor
Lyda "Liz" Greene — Business Manager
Sandy Rishel — Layout Editor
STAFF
Heather Steiner
Charlie Butler
Marlene Gardine
Lynn Cornfoot
Alisa Mabry
Julie Myers
Michelle Richardson
William Farley
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